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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 Store Brand
Store brands have an important role in retail strategy due to their increasingly
important strategic role for retailers. Therefore, understanding the store brand
buyer behavior is a critical issue for marketers and researchers alike.
Intensive competition, fast technological innovation is the retail industry has had
a considerable impact on the management of the retail industry in developing
and executing new competitive marketing strategies. One of the most commonly
implemented marketing strategies of retailers has been the introduction of their
own retail (private label or store) brands. "Store brands" or "private ;Iabel" refer to
merchandise that carry wholesaler's or retailer's own brand name or a brand
name created exclusively for that particular wholesaler or retailer. In this study,
store brand products are defined as the "... products owned and branded by the
organizations whose primary objective is distribution rather than production
(Schutte 1969).
The growth and penetration of the store brand sales is not a coincidence and is
expected to continue (Reda, 1995). It may be argued that the popularity of the
store brands are due to a set of interrelated factors including concentration in
retailing (well- organized large supermarket chains), which enables retailers to
develop their own brands, changes (reduction) in consumer's loyalty levels
towards established brands names, and relatively improved consumer's attitudes
toward store brands partially due to significantly improved quality of store brand
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